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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Osvaldo Panza Doliani has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aprendizaje
Meaning Learning Learning is brain function.  It is a product of the plastic structures of the brain.   It results from the
dynamism of the neural geometries associated with its glies, in continuous evolution.  These events allow 1) to develop
epigenetic and genetic inherited memories and 2) to construct emotional memories as frameworks of the cognitive
memories of circumstantial experiences imposed by teachings, study and / or daily communications. Thus, learning
emerges from mnemonic integration and is expressed through free will with explicit or inhibitory behaviors characterizing
identity.
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aprendizaje significativo
Meaningful learning occurs when information, received as teaching, is studied, developing and constructing memories
that are integrated into existing ones either as: 1) Ampliatory concepts or 2) New concepts adding the new contents
associated or not to those that the individual possesses.  In both cases the person increases the efficacies of his
integrated memories and the limits of his free will autonomously, that is, without the need to be helped. 

cerebro
As a new vision: The brain acts as a biological processor, dynamic and therefore in continuous change.  It concretizes
its action by the transcendental capacity to self-construct, doing so in a multisensory way.  Thus it responds to the
demands of: 1) the circumstances that make up the world of external objects or realities and 2) the circumstances that
integrate the inner or subjective world interpreting the external realities to which it must respond in order to continue
existing and being.  

conocer
Meaning of Knowing: The act of knowing involves sequences of integrated brain processes that begin with the
messages that form the external environment or objective world activating the organs of the senses and inducing the
interpretation of oneself, as an integral part of the reality of the world of objects.  They are the experiences of
circumstances that determine the dynamics of the past and provide ideal tools to project and prospectively program
probable futures. 

conocerse
The act of knowing oneself involves sequences of integrated brain processes that are initiated by the emerging
messages of integrated memories, chronomesically constructed and preserved in a latent way, which are energized by
changing their current effectiveness when they are summoned by temporal reality through evocation, imagination or
circumstantial memory. These events organically sustain the experiences of the inner or subjective world, which are the
biological foundations for introspective analysis, reflection, self-awareness, self-criticism or self-assessment.

psi
Meaning of psi " It is brain function emerging from the integrated memories of the unit person.  It is the product of
evocations, memories or imaginations, it never causes" 



significado de persona
"By virtue of his connatural evolution and by the coordinated and cooperative action of the biological structures that
allow him to be, the person is a vital biopsychological unit in continuous change.  Transiting the transience of the present
that makes it irretrievable, it builds the dynamism of its past mediated by basic atomic and molecular structures in
incessant evolutions on which its projectable, probable and inevitable future depends. 


